Distress Radio Beacons

Introduction:

Cospas- Sarsat beacons or distress radio beacons, also known as emergency beacons, are devices designed for
aircraft, ships, or personnel and can be activated manually or automatically in the event of a life threatening
situation. These devices send signals on the international emergency frequency 406 MHz to search & rescue
teams, which is monitored by the Cospas-Sarsat satellite system. Most of the emergency beacons also transmit a
121.5 MHz homing signals which may enable search and rescue teams to use the direction ﬁnder to locate it.

Based on use there are three types of distress (emergency) beacons:
For use on Aircraft
Emergency Locator
Transmitter (ELT)

For use on Vessels
Emergency Position-Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB)

For Individual Use
Personal Locator Beacon
(PLB)

Note: PLB mainly used on land and designed to be carried by an individual, but in certain circumstances can be
used at sea and aviation as well.

Registering your beacons in the database:

Registering your beacon may make the difference between life and death.
Registering your beacon allows in an emergency search-and-rescue authorities to:
•Directly retrieve crucial information about you and your aircraft or vessel
•Get in touch with the emergency contacts provided during your registration in order to conﬁrm valuable information.
Therefore, search and rescue teams are better able to determine if the distress alert is real or inadvertent and
provide the most appropriate answer.
A national beacon registration database has been established in the Saudi Arabian Mission Control Center. This
database is dedicated to register information of aviation, maritime, and personnel distress beacons transmitting on
the frequency of 406 MHz.

Live Beacon Testing:

To verify proper functionality of devices; 406 MHz beacons are designed with a self-test mode that must be used
when testing your beacon to avoid incorrectly alerting search and rescue services.
However, in rare circumstances, there may be a need to activate an emergency beacon in its distress mode for
test purposes. Regardless of the beacon's location or the duration of activation, careful coordination is required
by submitting to SAMCC a completed request beacon activation form to ensure that the SAMCC is informed and
can authorize a live planned test in advance.
Note - This form can be downloaded from SANS website:
https://sans.com.sa/English/Pages/whatSearchAndRescue.aspx
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Warning: If you accidentally activate your beacon, the most important thing to do is to turn it off and contact the Saudi
Arabian Mission Control Center (SAMCC) as soon as possible no matter what time of day or night. Deactivating the beacon
only does NOT cancel the distress alert that has already been transmitted by the beacon and received by Cospas-Sarsat
in less than a few minutes. That is why you must contact SAMCC to ensure that the alert is properly cancelled.

Important advices for users of distress devices:

Make sure that your distress
beacon is registered in the
Saudi Arabian Mission
Control Center beacon
database.

Perform regular visual
inspections of your beacons
to look for physical damage,
such as cracks or corrosion,
to prevent false activation of
the beacon and/or failure
when activated in a real
emergency.

Spend some time
reading the instructions
to learn how to use your
emergency beacon
(without triggering the
beacon).

Disposal of Old Beacons and Old Batteries:
Do NOT merely toss the beacon in a garbage or rubbish bin.

You must properly remove the battery (to prevent corrosion
triggering false alert).
You must have the beacon clearly labelled on the outside that
it has been deactivated (to prevent people trying to use it in a
real distress situation).

You must update your information in the beacon registration database by contacting SAMCC to indicate that
you have disposed of your beacon.

Saudi Arabia Mission Control Center (SAMCC) Telephone: 00966-126855812/ 00966-126150170,
Fax: 00966-126150171
E-mail: samcc.sar@sans.com.sa
Website: https://sans.com.sa/English/Pages/whatSearchAndRescue.aspx

